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Some things just won't stay buried... at grave's end. It should be the best time of half-vampire Cat

Crawfield's life. With her undead lover, Bones, at her side, she's successfully protected mortals from

the rogue undead. But though Cat's worn disguise after disguise to keep her true identity a secret

from the brazen bloodsuckers, her cover's finally been blown, placing her in terrible danger. As if

that wasn't enough, a woman from Bones' past is determined to bury him once and for all. Caught in

the crosshairs of a vengeful vamp, yet determined to help Bones stop a lethal magic from being

unleashed, Cat's about to learn the true meaning of bad blood. And the tricks she's learned as a

special agent won't help her. She will need to fully embrace her vampire instincts in order to save

herself-and Bones-from a fate worse than the grave.
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Love the book, love this series, but the narrator does absolutely terrible male voices. Man sound

more feminine than the women. She shouldn't narrate any kind of romance because the voices

really hurt male characters sex appeal

This was the book that made me stop the series entirely. Just no chemistry any more between Cat

and Bones. The tone of the books changed and got much more violent and switched from vampire

romance to all violence all the time. Not for me.

Ah!! The third installment, AT GRAVE'S END, of Jeaniene Frost's Night Huntress series is



BRILLIANT! I loved it. Loved it. I'm sorry, I should have warned you to brace yourself for all the

excitement that probably just smacked you in the face. I will try to calm myself from here on out -

and remind myself that I'm not talking about a new lover (because that is what it sounds like!) Whoo,

ok - getting serious now.Things are finally looking up for Cat - she has the love of her life Bones

working at her side helping to rid the world of rogue vampires and she has a great team to back her

up. She should probably have guessed that things wouldn't stay easy for a long time, though. More

vampires are now aware of the Red Reaper and she is finding it harder and harder to carry out her

job as a decoy without being recognised - even when she is using multiple disguises. Not only that

but a female vampire from Bones' past is determined to see him dead and she is prepared to do

anything to make it happen. This is an enemy like none that they've faced before - a vampire much

older and considerably more powerful than Bones who isn't going to be defeated easily.If you've

read any of my reviews of the previous books in this series then you'll already know what a massive

fan I am of both Cat & Bones. They are both strong individuals and they are one of my favorite

urban fantasy / paranormal romance couples. I have to say that I was slightly disappointed that we

didn't get to see more relationship development between them in this installment of the series - after

the amazing heat of ONE FOOT IN THE GRAVE I was expecting to see more of the passion

between them. Having said that I found that the book was so action packed that I couldn't turn the

pages fast enough and I read the whole book in just one sitting.There are so many things going on

in this story - enemies old and new, betrayals by people they thought they could trust, battles to end

all battles and not everyone will survive to the end of the book. A lot of old faces will make an

appearance (yay for Spade and Rodney!) and we are introduced to some fab new characters too

including a couple of historical figures you're bound to recognize. I loved the action in AT GRAVE'S

END and you are taken on a complete roller coaster ride of emotion alongside Cat making you

laugh out loud one minute and leaving you close to tears the next. There was one point where my

heart was in my mouth and I just could not believe what had happened. Cat is in for a difficult ride in

this book, but she really does have to step up to the plate and accept her vampire heritage which I

thought she managed admirably.There are also some interesting new developments with Cat's

team and I'm looking forward to see what Jeaniene Frost has in store for everyone next. I am

getting slightly fed up with Tate still trying to take Cat away from Bones, yes I feel for him but there

is just no way he can compete with Bones and I hope he moves on with his life soon before he ruins

is friendship with Cat. Overall I didn't quite enjoy this one as much as I loved ONE FOOT IN THE

GRAVE but it was still a fab read and I can't wait to continue reading this series.



I can't get enough of Bones and Cat! The adventures the couple find themselves in are non-stop

exciting, intersting, and attention grabbing. This story is well crafted with great world building. The

stories can be listened to/ read independently from the others in the series but I recommend starting

with book one.

What do you do when your job depends on no one recognizing you but everyone does? Cat has

gone through multiple hair colors and looks but she still gets noticed(and not in the good way) when

she is out on stings with Bones and the team. Cat is not happy that things are changing the way

they are though. When a new advisary from the past makes an appearance, Cat is ready to whip

some ass.Patra is old and revenge is the name of her game. I would have liked to have seen more

from Patra in this book. I think she is an interesting character and would have liked more hands on

from Mencheres. This was his battle but he seemed to throw it at Bones and Cat.Enter the world of

ancient magic and the power it holds over all races. How far would you be willing to stop the one

you love from destroying everything you hold dear?

**This book may be unsuitable for people under 17 years of age due to its use of sexual content,

drug and alcohol use, and/or violence.** When I picked up At Grave's End, it took me no time to

reconnect with the characters and, even though it's been like a year or more since I read the last

one, I quickly remembered what had happened. So high five to Jeaniene Frost, sometimes I either

feel like I spend forever in a recap or lost, but neither happened with this one.I will say, though, that

towards the beginning.. maybe the first 25% of At Grave's End... I did lots of eye-rolling. I'm not sure

exactly why but some of the dialogue and some of the interactions just felt forced gimmicky.

*shrugs* it didn't last that long - either I got used to it or it got better... or more likely, it was eclipsed

by the awesome story, mystery and action.Maybe the first bit tried too much to be like a PNR and At

Grave's End is so a UF and it just should have embraced that from the get go? Because At Grave's

End excels as a UF. I read the last 75% in two sittings because it was so exciting. So much was

happening - I love the vampire politics and rituals. I love the magic. I love the characters - even

Cat's mom has grown on me! Shocker! And I really really love Cat and Bones - their relationship has

grown so much in this one and I just love where they are as a couple. Poor Tate :( And there's some

new characters introduced - Vlad anyone? - that I really hope will be around a lot in this series from

here on out.And Jeaniene Frost threw in quite a few twists! I nearly cried at one point - and if the

series weren't over and I didn't know a bit more about it than I would have had I been reading it as

the books came out, I just might have cried. But the emotion was pretty overwhelming.So yeah, I'm



re-hooked and looking forward to continuing with this series!
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